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SKYBOX FUNDAMENTALS
Training Course Overview

Skybox® Security offers a foundational course to provide an overview
of the Skybox features and workflows used for attack surface visibility and risk prioritization across the entire organization. This course
will ensure that your team is ready to further the adoption of Skybox
solutions using this learning offering from Skybox Online Training.

Video: Intro to Skybox Online Training >
The Skybox Fundamentals – Getting Started with Skybox Manager
course provides participants with an understanding of the technology,
architecture and unique capabilities of the Skybox cybersecurity management solution. Learn how to navigate the user interface and review
analysis results and compliance policies that enable enhanced attack
surface visibility and advanced risk prioritization throughout the organization. Understand how to work with collected data, interpret analysis
results and implement changes to the network to increase its security
and performance.
Set up in a modular approach, Skybox Online Training allows you to take
the entire course or just a portion, depending on your available time
and needs. The Skybox Fundamentals course is accessible via desktop,
mobile device or tablet — when you need it, where you need it.
Customers can connect to the Skybox Customer Community Center
and access online learning at their own pace by taking advantage of this
e-learning course. Our user-friendly, interactive environment provides
free, high-quality training on the Skybox cybersecurity
management solution.
Note: Free courses are not intended to replace paid end user and certified
administrator training courses.

SKYBOX TRAINING
PROGRAMS
Skybox offers training programs for
administrators and end users, covering
fundamentals to advanced topics to
ensure you get the most out of
your solution.
•

Flexible attendance options

•

Thorough training for all skill levels

•

Custom course options available

Learn more about Skybox training >

HOW TO ENROLL
Access to the Skybox Online Training portal requires an existing registration
to our Customer Community Center. If you are already registered, you may log
in to the Customer Community Center and access Skybox Online Training by
clicking the Training tab at the top of the page.
If you are not yet registered, please fill-out the self-registration form and a
Customer Care agent will promptly handle your request. Feel free to contact
us at Customer.Training@skyboxsecurity.com for any inquiries.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
•

Security professionals and IT engineers that are new to the Skybox
solution and are looking to get acquainted with Skybox concepts
and features

•

Experienced Skybox users looking for a refresher on entire topics or
specific lessons

BENEFITS
•

Improve the skills and knowledge of your security and network professionals
to combat increasing threats and build credibility within your organization

•

Gain easy access to information

•

Learn when and where you want

•

Reduce learning time

•

Enjoy modular learning — take all lessons sequentially or directly access
specific lessons

•

Complete online assessments to test your knowledge

COURSE OUTLINE
TOPIC

Introduction

DESCRIPTION
The lessons provide a high-level
overview of Skybox Security and its
cybersecurity management solution.

DURATION

15 minutes

The lessons cover Firewall and
Network Assurance and demonstrate how users can leverage these
solutions to:
Firewall and
Network
Assurance

Firewall
Rule Change
Management

•

Gain end-to-end visibility into
organizational networks

•

Detect hidden risk

•

Increase operational efficiency

•

Track changes across all firewalls

The lessons cover the recommended
best practices when managing firewall
rule life cycles and demonstrate
how Firewall Assurance and Change
Manager can be used to optimize and
automate network change management workflows.

65 minutes

90 minutes

The lessons cover Vulnerability
Control and demonstrate how users
can leverage it to:
Vulnerability
and Threat
Management

•

Discover hidden vulnerabilities
across all organizational assets

•

Prioritize vulnerability remediation based on specific network
and business contexts

•

Identify and prevent potential
cyberattacks

40 minutes
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Skybox provides the industry’s broadest cybersecurity management platform
At Skybox Security, we provide you with cybersecurity management solutions
to help your organization innovate rapidly and with confidence. We get to the
root of cybersecurity issues, giving you better visibility, context and automation across a variety of use cases. By integrating data, delivering new insights
and unifying processes, you’re able to control security without restricting
operational agility. Skybox’s comprehensive solution unites different security
perspectives into the big picture, minimizes risk and empowers security
programs to move to the next level. With obstacles and complexities removed,
you can stay informed, work smarter and drive your organization
forward, faster.

